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Transcriptomic analysis reveals
sex-specific patterns in the
hippocampus in
Alzheimer’s disease
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Eleni Zamba-Papanicolaou2, Panos Zanos1

and Polymnia Georgiou3,4*

1Translational Neuropharmacology Laboratory, Department of Psychology, University of Cyprus,
Nicosia, Cyprus, 2Neuroepidemiology Department, The Cyprus Institute of Neurology and Genetics,
Nicosia, Cyprus, 3Laboratory of Epigenetics and Gene Regulation, Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus, 4Psychoneuroendocrinology Laboratory, Department of
Psychology, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, United States
Background: The hippocampus, vital for memory and learning, is among the first

brain regions affected in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and exhibits adult

neurogenesis. Women face twice the risk of developing AD compare to men,

making it crucial to understand sex differences in hippocampal function for

comprehending AD susceptibility.

Methods: We conducted a comprehensive analysis of bulk mRNA postmortem

samples from the whole hippocampus (GSE48350, GSE5281) and its CA1 and

CA3 subfields (GSE29378). Our aim was to perform a comparative molecular

signatures analysis, investigating sex-specific differences and similarities in the

hippocampus and its subfields in AD. This involved comparing the gene

expression profiles among: (a) male controls (M-controls) vs. female controls

(F-controls), (b) females with AD (F-AD) vs. F-controls, (c) males with AD (M-AD)

vs. M-controls, and (d) M-AD vs. F-AD. Furthermore, we identified AD

susceptibility genes interacting with key targets of menopause hormone

replacement drugs, specifically the ESR1 and ESR2 genes, along with GPER1.

Results: The hippocampal analysis revealed contrasting patterns between M-AD

vs. M-controls and F-AD vs. F-controls, as well as M-controls vs. F-controls.

Notably, BACE1, a key enzyme linked to amyloid-beta production in AD

pathology, was found to be upregulated in M-controls compared to F-controls

in both CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields. In M-AD vs. M-controls, the

GABAergic synapse was downregulated, and the Estrogen signaling pathway

was upregulated in both subfields, unlike in F-AD vs. F-controls. Analysis of the

whole hippocampus also revealed upregulation of the GABAergic synapse in F-

AD vs. F-controls. While direct comparison of M-AD vs. F-AD, revealed a small

upregulation of the ESR1 gene in the CA1 subfield of males. Conversely, F-AD vs.

F-controls exhibited downregulation of the Dopaminergic synapse in both

subfields, while the Calcium signaling pathway showed mixed regulation, being

upregulated in CA1 but downregulated in CA3, unlike in M-AD vs. M-controls.

The upregulated Estrogen signaling pathway in M-AD, suggests a compensatory

response to neurodegenerative specifically in males with AD. Our results also
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identified potential susceptibility genes interacting with ESR1 and ESR2, including

MAPK1, IGF1, AKT1, TP53 and CD44.

Conclusion: These findings underscore the importance of sex-specific disease

mechanisms in AD pathogenesis. Region-specific analysis offers a more detailed

examination of localized changes in the hippocampus, enabling to capture sex-

specific molecular patterns in AD susceptibility and progression.
KEYWORDS

Alzheimer’s disease, hippocampus, sex-specific, females, males, estrogen,
estrogen receptors
1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative condition that

significantly impacts memory, cognition and behavior, leading to

dementia. Predominantly affecting individuals over 65, AD also

presents in a small percentage as early-onset (EAOD), occurring

before 65, and accounting for approximately 5% to 6% of all AD

cases (1). Late-onset AD (LOAD) or sporadic AD is more common,

manifesting later in life (onset after 65 years of age) and comprising

approximately 95% of AD cases (2).The exact cause of AD is

unknown, but it likely involves a mixed combination of genetic,

environmental and lifestyle factors (3). AD is characterized by the

accumulation of amyloid-beta (Ab) plaques in the brain, which are

derived from the cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP) (4).

Another key pathological hallmark of AD is the formation of

neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) composed of hyperphosphorylated

tau protein. Both Ab and NFTs contribute to neuroinflammation,

synaptic dysfunction, and neuronal degeneration in the brain (5, 6).

Currently, there is no effective pharmacotherapy for AD,

underscoring the importance to enhance our mechanistic

understanding of AD for the development of novel and more

effective interventions.

Neuroimaging studies consistently reveal the hippocampus,

crucial for memory formation and learning, as one of the first

brain region affected in AD (7). Notably, it is one of the few brain

regions that exhibits adult neurogenesis. Women constituting two-

thirds of AD cases, experience greater cognitive decline than men

(8, 9). In the prodromal stage of AD, females with Mild Cognitive

Impairment (MCI) display more pronounced cognitive decline than

males (10). Neuroimaging suggests a more significant impact of

hippocampal deterioration in females with AD, with higher

hippocampal volume indicating reduced AD risk in women (11).

Sex differences in AD may be linked to gonadal hormones,

particularly estrogen. This predominantly female hormone plays a

neuroprotective role in the hippocampus through various

mechanisms, including the modulation of synaptic plasticity and

the reduction of neuroinflammation, ultimately enhancing learning

and memory (12). With women exhibiting biological variabilities
02
compared to men, including hormonal influences and immune

responses (13), understanding sex differences in the hippocampus is

crucial for comprehending AD susceptibility in women.

Estrogen therapy in postmenopausal women, used to alleviate

symptoms of menopause, has the potential to delay the onset of AD

(14). Supported by animal studies showing estrogen’s ability to

reduce Ab production and tau hyperphosphorylation (15), recent

evidence indicates that early menopause occurring between 40-45

years old and late initiation of hormone therapy are associated with

higher levels of tau vulnerability, especially when Ab is elevated

(16). Females exhibit higher tau levels than age-matched controlled

males (16). Genome-wide analysis has demonstrated a striking

overlap between genes upregulated by estrogen in females

macaques and genes downregulated in the human postmortem

AD brain, suggest that the menopausal estrogen loss may contribute

to increased AD risk in women (17).

Gene polymorphism studies reveal estrogen’s role in AD risk,

with polymorphisms in genes governing estrogen biosynthesis,

metabolism, and signaling pathways (18). Beyond direct estrogen-

related genes, other genes modulate estrogen effects on AD, forming

a complex network of interactions (18). Sex-specific investigation of

intronic single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at the estrogen

receptor beta (ESR2) gene locus indicate a noteworthy increase in

AD risk in women with specific ESR2 genotypes (19). This

underscores the significance of considering sex-specific genetic

factors and emphasizes the need for a deeper understanding of

how polymorphisms affecting the estrogen system may contribute

to unravel the mechanisms underlying AD.

In this study, we employed an integrative bioinformatics

approach to identify the key molecular mechanisms through which

sex differences may impact AD susceptibility in women, with a

specific focus on their influence in the hippocampus. Leveraging

publicly available transcriptomic data from postmortem samples of

the whole hippocampus (GSE5281, GSE48350), and its CA1 and CA3

subfields (GSE29378), chosen for their provision of relevant and

specific transcriptomic information, we conducted an in-depth

exploration of gene expression profiles among: (a) male controls

(M-controls) vs. female controls (F-controls), (b) females with AD
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(F-AD) vs. F-controls, (c) males with AD (M-AD) vs. M-controls,

and (d) M-AD vs. F-AD. This approach sheds light on the sex-

specific molecular mechanisms in the hippocampus and its subfields

both under normal/baseline conditions and in the context of AD. By

examining gene expression patterns across these comparisons, we

aim to elucidate differences across genders in healthy individuals

(normomics) and AD-specific alterations, providing valuable insights

into the sex-specific molecular mechanisms underlying related to AD

susceptibility. This captures region-specific alterations enhancing the

ability to identify both differences and similarities in transcriptomic

patterns across sexes. Finally, we identified genes associated with AD

susceptibility that interact with the key targets of menopause

hormone replacement drugs, specifically the ESR1, and ESR2 genes,

as well as GPER1(G protein-coupled estrogen receptor1), providing

valuable insights into potential therapeutic avenues.
2 Methods

The workflow implemented in this study is illustrated

in Figure 1.
Frontiers in Endocrinology 03
2.1 Gene expression omnibus
dataset information

We extensively explored the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)

database to identify high-throughput gene expression datasets

concerning the hippocampus and AD. Our focus was on

identifying transcriptomic data meeting that fulfilled specific

criteria: (i) microarray expression datasets related to AD featuring

hippocampal tissue; (ii) datasets with more than 4 female subjects

with AD in the experimental group. Following the application of

these criteria, we successfully pinpointed the transcriptomic

datasets with accession numbers GSE29378 (20, 21), GSE5281

(22, 23) and GSE48350 (24, 25).

The GSE29378 (20, 21) dataset comprises postmortem brain

samples from the CA1 and CA3 subfields of the hippocampus,

collected from females and males patients with AD and age- and

sex-matched controls, that had normal cognitive and functional

examinations. In the CA1 region, the dataset includes 8 samples

from F-AD, 5 samples from F-controls, 11 samples from M-

controls, and 8 samples from M-AD. In the CA3 region, there are

7 samples from F-AD, 5 samples from female controls, 11 samples
B

A

FIGURE 1

Schematic representation of the methodology applied in this study aimed to investigate the impact of sex differences on hippocampal function and
AD susceptibility. (A) Sex-specific transcriptomic patterns in whole hippocampus and hippocampal subfields CA1 and CA3 in AD, (B) Interaction of
ESR1, ESR2 and GPER1 genes with AD susceptibility genes.
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fromM-controls, and 5 samples fromM-AD. The mean average age

of death of the control group is 81.7 ± 6.9, while for the AD group,

the mean average age is 77.3 ± 9.1.

The GSE5281 (22, 23) dataset comprises postmortem brain

samples from the hippocampus collected from patients with AD

and age- and sex-matched controls, clinically classified as

neurologically normal, with a mean age of death of 79.8 ± 9.1 yr.

The dataset consists of 161 samples collected from six different

brain regions. However, for our study only the hippocampus

samples were used. The hippocampus samples comprised of 13

healthy controls and 10 AD-affected samples, including 4 F-AD and

3 F-controls, as well as 6 M-AD and 10 M-controls.

Similarly, the GSE48350 (24, 25) dataset comprises postmortem

brain samples from the hippocampus collected from patients with

AD (age range: 74 to 95 years) and from cognitively intact young

and sex-matched controls (age range: 20 to 59 years) as well as age-

and sex-matched controls (age range: 60 - 99 years). It includes 253

samples collected from four brain regions. However, for our study

only the hippocampus samples were used, and from the controls,

only the aged controls (60 - 99 years) were included. The

hippocampus samples consisted of 26 healthy controls and 19

AD-affected samples, including 10 F-AD and 12 F-controls, as

well as 9 M-AD and 14 M-controls.

Table 1 provides a detailed description of the included datasets.

Further details about the datasets can be found in the original

papers (20–25).
2.2 Data processing and differential gene
expression analysis

The identification of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) for all

three datasets (GSE29378, GSE48350, GSE5281) dataset was conducted

using the Linear Models for Microarray Data (Limma) approach.

Limma is an R package specifically designed for the analysis of high-

throughput data, including microarray experiments, enabling the

detection of DEGs (26). For the whole hippocampus (GSE48350,

GSE5281) and each of the two hippocampal subfields, CA1 and CA3

(GSE29378), differential expression analysis was conducted among: (a)

M-controls vs. F-controls, (b) F-AD vs. F-controls, (c) M-AD vs. M-

controls, and (d) M-AD vs. F-AD.

Comparing M-controls vs. F-controls (normomics) is crucial to

understand baseline sex differences in gene expression between
Frontiers in Endocrinology 04
healthy controls with normal cognitive and functional

examinations. Additionally, comparing F-AD vs. F-controls and M-

AD vs. M-controls provides insights into gene expression changes

specific to ADwithin each sex, helping identify sex-specific molecular

signatures of the disease. Conversely, comparing M-AD vs. F-AD

directly assesses sex-specific differences in AD pathology, revealing

gene expression alterations that may contribute to sex disparities in

AD susceptibility and progression.

The GSE29378, GSE48350 and GSE5281 datasets were

normalized and log2 transformed. Following the Limma analysis,

the top 400 DEGs (top 200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated

DEGs) with uncorrected p-value of <0.05 were selected for each of

the three datasets for further analysis. For the GSE29378 dataset

very few genes showed significant differential expression when

adjusted p-value cutoff of <0.05 was used; thus, a more lenient

cutoff of threshold was selected. This decision is consistent with the

original paper that provided the datasets, where they also used

uncorrected p-value of <0.05 (20). For, consistency uncorrected

p-value of <0.05, was also used for the other two datasets

(GSE48350 and GSE5281). For the number of genes that survive

using more stringent cut-off values including an uncorrected

p <0.01, adjusted p <0.05 and adjusted p<0.01 for each dataset see

Supplementary Table S1.

The selection of the top 400 DEGs aimed to focus on a subset

with the most significant changes in expression, capturing key

molecular alterations associated with AD in the hippocampus and

its subfields, to be used for enrichment analysis, as analyzing the

entire set of DEGs would have been challenging to interpret.

Moreover, to further explore gene differences between the

comparison groups, we identified the opposite differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) for all three datasets between (a) F-AD

vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls, and (b) M-controls vs. F-

controls and M-AD vs. F-AD by calculating the absolute difference

in logFC.
2.3 Functional enrichment analysis of the
DEGs from the whole hippocampus and
hippocampal CA1 and CA3
subfields datasets

Enrichment analysis was performed using Metascape, an open-

access enrichment analysis web tool (27). The following parameters
TABLE 1 Comprehensive details of the bulk mRNA hippocampus datasets of patients with AD and controls analyzed in this study.

Accession
ID

Platform Platform Type Sample Size
(Case/Control)

Sample Type

GSE29378 GPL6947 Illumina HumanHT-12 V3.0
expression beadchip

CA1: 8 F-AD/5 F-control
CA1: 8 M-AD/11 M-controls
CA3: 7 F-AD/5 F-controls
CA3: 8 M-AD/11 M-controls

Hippocampus CA1 and
CA3 subfields

GSE5281 GPL570 Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus
2.0 Array

4 F-AD/3 F-controls
6 M-AD/10 M-controls

Hippocampus

GSE48350 GPL570 Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus
2.0 Array

10 F-AD/12 F- controls
9 M-AD/14 M-controls

Hippocampus
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were selected: a p-value < 0.01, minimum overlap set to 3, and a

minimum enrichment factor (the ratio of observed count to chance-

expected counts) set to >1.5. P-values were determined using the

cumulative hypergeometric distribution, and q-values were derived

using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Terms meeting these

criteria were grouped into clusters based on their membership

similarity, and the most statistically significant term in each

cluster was selected for representation (27). The intensity of the

orange color corresponds to the p-value of the term. A darker shade

indicates a more significant p-value.

Kappa Scores were used as the similarity metric for hierarchical

clustering on the enriched terms obtained. Sub-trees with a

similarity exceeding 0.3 were then grouped together. For the

enrichment analysis, the organism Homo sapiens was selected,

and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)

library and Gene Ontology (GO) library for Biological Processes

(BP) were utilized. To ensure a more focused analysis on nervous

system-related processes, cancer pathways were excluded from the

KEGG pathway results. This refinement aims to enhance the

specificity of the analysis within the context of the nervous system.

Enrichment analysis was first performed using the top 200

upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs together, for both

the KEGG and GO BP databases. This approach provides a broad

perspective on dysregulated pathways and biological processes

associated with AD in males and females, without bias towards

either upregulated or downregulated genes. By analyzing all

DEGs together, we gain insights into the overall molecular

landscape and identify pathways/processes that are globally

perturbed in AD.

Subsequently, we performed separate enrichment analyses for

the top 200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs to

discern the regulatory direction of the enriched KEGG pathways

derived from the combined DEG sets. This focused approach allows

to pinpoint pathways that are selectively dysregulated in one

direction, thus offering insight into the specific molecular

alterations driving AD pathology across sexes.
2.4 Interaction of ESR1, ESR2 and GPER1
with AD susceptibility genes

DisGeNET database (28) was utilized to collect genetic

susceptibility genes associated with AD (C0002395). After

eliminating duplicate entries, a total of 766 gene names were

collected. Subsequently, these gene names were used as input for

the String: protein app in Cytoscape (29) to construct a PPI network

encompassing the variant-AD associations. Among the 766

collected gene names, 518 were identified within the String:

protein app. A confidence cut-off score of 0.7 was set for the PPIs,

with scores ranging from 0 to 1.0, denoting low to high confidence

in the interactions. A higher score indicates a greater likelihood that

the PPIs are true positives (30), and a cut-off of 0.7 or higher is

recommended as they represent high-confidence interactions (31).

The resulting AD variant-variant PPI network consisted of 518

nodes (proteins) and 1119 edge interactions. Using this

reconstructed PPI network, we identified AD susceptibility genes
Frontiers in Endocrinology 05
that interact with the key targets of menopause hormone

replacement drugs, specifically the ESR1, ESR2 and GPER1 genes,

by identifying their first neighbors in the network.
3 Results

3.1 Sex-specific transcriptomic patterns of
CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields in AD

In our analysis, we utilized the GSE29378 dataset, which

comprises postmortem brain samples obtained from the CA1 and

CA3 subfields of the hippocampus. These samples were collected

from both female and male patients diagnosed with AD, as well as

from controls. Our primary objective was to identify transcriptomic

molecular signatures that are common between sexes and those that

exhibit sex-specific patterns within these distinct hippocampal

subfields. This analysis aimed to uncover sex-specific differences

and commonalities in the molecular profiles of the CA1 and CA3

hippocampal subfields, providing insights into the increased

susceptibility of females to AD and the underlying mechanisms

contributing to sex-related differences in AD risk. For this purpose,

we performed differential expression analyses in the CA1 and CA3

hippocampal subfields between: (a) M-controls vs. F-controls, (b)

F-AD vs. F-controls, (c) M-AD vs. M-controls, and (d) M-AD vs.

F-AD.
3.1.1 DEGs of M-controls vs. F-controls
Through transcriptome comparison between M-controls vs. F-

controls, we identified 2603 DEGs in the CA1 and 5403 in the CA3

hippocampal subfield (Supplementary Tables S2, S3).

3.1.2 Comparison of F-AD vs. F-controls and M-
AD vs. M-controls

Comparing F-AD vs. F-controls, we found 2247 DEGs in the

CA1 and 2790 in the CA3 subfield (Supplementary Tables S4, S5).

Similarly, comparing M-AD vs. M-controls, we identified 2247

DEGs in the CA1 and 2790 in the CA3 subfield (Supplementary

Tables S6, S7).

Venny (https://www.biotools.fr/misc/venny) comparisons

between the top 200 upregulated DEGs in F-AD vs. F-controls

and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal

subfields revealed 44 and 34 common DEGs, respectively (see

Figures 2A, B). Additionally, comparison between the top 200

downregulated DEGs in F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-

controls in the CA1 and CA3 subfields revealed 36 and 5 common

DEGs, respectively (see Figures 2C, D). Further analysis identified

specific DEGs that are upregulated in M-AD and downregulated in

F-AD, and vice versa. Notably, SLC1A7 was upregulated in M-AD

vs. M-controls and downregulated in F-AD vs. F-controls in both

CA1 and CA3 subfields, while TMEM10, MOG, and MAL were

upregulated in F-AD vs. F-controls and downregulated in M-AD vs.

M-controls in the CA3 subfield. Additionally, the analysis results

unveiled 16 common upregulated DEGs from the top 200 in both

CA1 and CA3 subfields across both males and females with AD (see
frontiersin.org
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Figure 2E). These genes include RGS1, SERPINA3, CD44, CD163,

FOS, CD99, EMP1, MGST1, DTNA, NUPR1, P8, HSPB8, SPARC,

C1S, YAP1, and ZFP36. Notably, the RGS1 DEG exhibited the

highest log fold change (logFC) in both the CA1 and CA3
Frontiers in Endocrinology 06
hippocampal subfields across both sexes. Additionally, the

analysis revealed the EFHD2 gene as the only common

downregulated DEGs among the top 200 in both CA1 and CA3

subfields across both sexes (see Figure 2F).
B

C D

E F

A

FIGURE 2

Venn Diagram indicating the common and exclusive DEGs found between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA1 and CA3
hippocampal subfields from GSE29378 Dataset: (A) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA1
subfield, (B) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA3 subfield, (C) top 200 downregulated DEGs
between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA1 subfield, (D) top 200 downregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-
AD vs. M-controls in the CA3 subfield, (E) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in both CA1 and CA3
subfields, and (F) top 200 downregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in both CA1 and CA3 subfields.
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Additionally, to further explore differences between F-AD vs. F-

controls and M-AD vs. M-controls, we identified the opposite DEGs

found between the two comparison groups in the CA1 and CA3

hippocampal subfields based on absolute difference in logFC. This

approached allowed us to isolate the top 15 opposite DEGs between
Frontiers in Endocrinology 07
F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls. In the CA1 subfield,

the top 15 opposite DEGs included SLC1A7, KCTD12, ALDH1L1,

MAPK10, AKR1C2, S100A1, TTYH1, ACBD7, SLC1A4, ADD3,

ACSM5, OPLAH, PHLDA1, PYGB and HS.561844 (Figure 3A).

Similarly, in the CA3 subfield, the top 15 opposite DEGs included
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 3

Top 15 opposite DEGs based on absolute difference in logFC between: (A) F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA1 subfield, (B) F-
AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in the CA3 subfield, (C) M-controls vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. F-AD in the CA1 subfield, and (D) M-
controls vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. F-AD in the CA3 subfield.
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TMEM10, SLC1A7, KCTD12, MOG, DYSF, MAL, TMEM144, HLTF,

CDKN1C, NFATC1, FEZ1, PDE8B, RFXDC2, HS.552082 and

USP16 (Figure 3B).

3.1.3 DEGs of M-AD vs. F-AD
Comparing M-AD vs. F-AD, we identified 2887 DEGs in the

CA1 and 1542 in the CA3 hippocampal subfield (Supplementary

Tables S8, S9). Interestingly, the ESR1 gene (p-value = 0.046913384,

logFC = +0.127810124) was found to be upregulated in M-AD

compared to F-AD in the CA1 subfield, but not in the CA3

hippocampal subfield.

Comparison between M-controls vs. F-controls and M-AD vs.

F-AD based on absolute difference in logFC

To compare gene expression patterns between M-controls vs. F-

controls and M-AD vs. F-AD, we identified opposite DEGs in the

CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields based on absolute difference

in logFC. This enabled to isolate the top 15 opposite DEGs between

the two groups. In the CA1 subfield, these DEGs included SLC1A7,

AKR1C2, DNAJB6, MYL5, S100A1, HSDL2, MLKL, KCTD12,

TTYH1, CHMP6, SLC1A4, P76, FGR, S100A13, and LDHD

(Figure 3C). Conversely, in the CA3 subfield, the top 15 opposite

DEGs consisted of HOXB6, LDHD, KIF5A, PARL, ALDH7A1,

ADSSL1, CEBPG, C19ORF57, HNMT, SYT7, SYNGR1, RHOT1,

ZNF248, KTELC1 and AGL (Figure 3D).
3.2 KEGG and GO enrichment analysis of
shared DEGs and sex-specific patterns in
the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields
of AD

To identify common AD-related pathway and biological process

changes between sexes and sex-specific alterations in each subfield,

we conducted enrichment analysis using the KEGG and GO-BP

libraries in Metascape. The focus was specifically on the DEGs

obtained from the differential expression analysis between: (a) M-

controls vs. F-controls (b) F-AD vs. F-controls, (c) M-AD vs. M-

controls and (d) M-AD vs. F-AD. Cancer pathways were excluded

from the enriched KEGG pathway results to enhance the specificity of

the analysis within the context of the nervous system.

3.2.1 CA1 hippocampal subfield
3.2.1.1 Enrichment analysis results of M-controls vs.
F-controls

The enrichment analysis of the top 400 DEGs (top 200

upregulated and top 200 downregulated) between M-controls vs.

F-controls identified 28 statistically significant KEGG pathways,

grouped into 14 clusters (Supplementary Table S10). Notably, the

results included the Alzheimer’s disease KEGG cluster, which

contained various pathways associated with neurodegenerative

diseases (NDs) such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), Parkinson’s

Disease (PD), Huntington’s Disease, and Amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis (ALS). Further analysis revealed that these pathways are

upregulated, with the AD pathway containing BACE1, a gene found

among the top 200 upregulated DEGs.
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3.2.1.2 Enrichment analysis results of F-AD vs. F-controls
and M-AD vs. M-controls

The analysis uncovered 27 statistically significant KEGG

pathways for the CA1 hippocampal subfield in F-AD vs. F-

controls (Supplementary Table S11). The top three scoring

pathway clusters were: (i) Epstein-Barr virus infection (hsa05169),

(ii) Focal adhesion (hsa04510), and (iii) Arrhythmogenic right

ventricular cardiomyopathy (hsa05412) (Supplementary Table

S11). In contrast, for the CA1 region in M-AD vs. M-controls,

the analysis identified 28 enriched KEGG pathways (Supplementary

Table S12). The top three scoring pathway clusters were: (i)

Estrogen signaling pathway (hsa04915), (ii) Circadian

entrainment (hsa04713), and (iii) Wnt signaling pathway

(hsa04310) (Supplementary Table S12).

Comparison between the enriched KEGG pathway terms in F-

AD vs. F- controls and M-AD vs. M- controls from the CA1 region

indicated five common pathways between males and females with

AD: (i) IL-17 signaling pathway (hsa04657), (ii) Fluid shear stress

and atherosclerosis (hsa05418), (iii) Oxytocin signaling pathway

(hsa04921), (v) MAPK signaling pathway (hsa04010), and (vi)

Glutamatergic synapse (hsa04724) (Figure 4A). Additionally, sex-

specific pathways were identified, with AD male-specific pathways

in the CA1 subfield including Estrogen signaling pathway

(hsa04915), Toxoplasmosis (hsa05145), Malaria (hsa05144),

Insulin secretion (hsa04911), and GABAergic synapse (hsa04727).

AD female-specific pathways encompassed Epstein-Barr virus

infection (hsa05169), HIF-1 signaling pathway (hsa04066),

Calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020) and Dopaminergic

synapse (hsa04728).

Subsequent analysis involved a separate enrichment analysis of

the top 200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs to

determine the regulatory direction of the enriched pathways. For

the Estrogen signaling pathway (hsa04915) in M-AD vs. M-controls,

findings revealed both upregulation and downregulation of the

pathway in the CA1 subfield. Further analysis using the top 100

upregulated and top 100 downregulated DEGs found between M-AD

vs. M-controls suggested that the upregulation of estrogen signaling

pathway is even evident with more stringent criteria, while is

downregulation was not evident. This suggests that, in M-AD vs.

M-controls, the upregulation of the Estrogen signaling pathway could

potentially be a compensatory response to the neurodegenerative

processes associated with the disease. This upregulation may be

indicative of the neuroprotective effects linked to estrogen,

highlighting a possible adaptive mechanism in response to

neurodegeneration. Additionally, it indicated that AD male-specific

pathways, Insulin secretion (hsa04911) and GABAergic synapse

(hsa04727), are downregulated in the CA1 subfield.

Moreover, the subsequent analysis indicated that the AD

female-specific pathways in the CA1 subfield such as Epstein-Barr

virus infection (hsa05169), HIF-1 signaling pathway (hsa04066)

and Calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020) are upregulated,

whereas the Dopaminergic synapse(hsa04728) was shown to be

downregulated. Furthermore, it indicated that IL-17 signaling

pathway (hsa04657) and Fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis

(hsa05418) pathways are upregulated in both males and females
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with AD, while Glutamatergic synapse (hsa04724) and Oxytocin

signaling pathway (hsa04921) are downregulated in both sexes.

The enrichment analysis of the CA1 hippocampal subfield in F-

AD vs. F-Controls revealed 246 statistically significant GO-BP

(Supplementary Table S13). Conversely, for M-AD vs. M-
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Controls, the analysis identified 182 enriched GO-BP

(Supplementary Table S14). The comparison of enriched GO-BP

terms in F-AD vs. F- controls and M-AD vs. M- controls from the

CA1 hippocampal subfield indicated 44 common biological

processes between the males and females with AD (Figure 4B).
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FIGURE 4

Functional Enrichment Analysis results for CA1 Hippocampal Subfield of GSE29378 dataset with Metascape: (A) Comparison between the enriched
KEGG pathway terms in F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls (B) Comparison between the enriched GO-BP terms in F-AD vs. F- controls
and M-AD vs. M-controls, (C) GO-BP for F-AD vs. F-controls, and (D) GO-BP for M-AD vs. M-controls. The intensity of the orange color
corresponds to the p-value of the term. A darker shade indicates a more significant p-value.
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These processes include biological phenomena such as the positive

regulation of the MAPK cascade, cellular responses to metal and

calcium ions, angiogenesis, and the regulation of synaptic plasticity.

The top three scoring pathway clusters in F-AD vs. F-Controls

were: (i) blood vessel development (GO:0001568), cellular response

to growth factor stimulus (GO:0071363) and (iii) head development

(GO:0060322) (Figure 4C). The top three scoring pathway clusters

in M-AD vs. M- controls were: (i) regulation of trans-synaptic

signaling (GO:0099177), (ii) cellular response to lipid

(GO:0071396) and (iii) protein folding (GO:0006457) (Figure 4D).

3.2.1.3 Enrichment analysis results of M-AD vs. F-AD

The enrichment analysis of the CA1 hippocampal subfield in M-

AD vs. F-AD revealed 25 statistically significant KEGG pathways,

grouped into 14 clusters (Supplementary Table S15). Notably,

pathogen-related pathways such as Coronavirus disease - COVID-

19, Legionellosis, and Salmonella infection, along with immune-

related pathways like Antigen processing and presentation and

TNF signaling pathway, were all found to be downregulated in M-

AD compared to F-AD.

3.2.2 CA3 hippocampal subfield
3.2.2.1 Enrichment analysis results of M-controls vs.
F-controls

The enrichment analysis of the top 400 DEGs between M-

controls vs. F-controls for the CA3 hippocampal subfield identified

25 statistically significant KEGG pathways, grouped into 10 clusters

(Supplementary Table S16). Consistent with the CA1 subregion,

these results included pathways associated with NDs such as AD,

PD, and ALS, all of which were upregulated. Interestingly, the AD

pathway also featured BACE1 and the APP gene, both among the

top 200 upregulated DEGs in the CA3 subfield.

3.2.2.2 Enrichment analysis results of F-AD vs. F-controls
and M-AD vs. M-controls

The enrichment analysis of the CA3 hippocampal subfield in F-

AD vs. F-controls revealed 43 statistically significant KEGG

pathways, organized into 9 clusters (Supplementary Table S17).

The top three scoring pathway clusters were: (i) Pertussis

(hsa05133), (ii) Yersinia infection (hsa05135), and (iii) Arginine

and proline metabolism (hsa00330) (Figure 5A). Conversely, for

the CA3 region in M-AD vs. M-controls, the analysis identified 20

enriched KEGG pathways, organized into 10 clusters (Supplementary

Table S18). The top three scoring pathway clusters were: (i) Lipid and

atherosclerosis (hsa05417), (ii) Fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis

(hsa05418), and (iii) Folate biosynthesis (hsa00790) (Figure 5B).

Comparison between the enriched KEGG pathway terms in F-

AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M- controls from the CA3

hippocampal subfield indicated six common pathways between

males and females: (i) IL-17 signaling pathway (hsa04657), (ii)

MAPK signaling pathway (hsa04010), (iii) Lipid and atherosclerosis

(hsa05417), (iv) TNF signaling pathway (hsa04668), (v) Fluid shear

stress and atherosclerosis, and (vi) Apoptosis (hsa04210)

(Figure 5C). Additionally, sex-specific pathways were identified,

with the Estrogen signaling pathway (hsa04915) and GABAergic
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synapse pathway (hsa04727) being specific to M-AD vs. M-

controls, and the Calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020) and

Dopaminergic synapse pathway (hsa04728) being specific to F-

AD vs. F-controls in the CA3 subfield.

Subsequent separate enrichment analysis of the top 200

upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs to determine the

regulatory direction of the enriched pathways indicated that IL-17

signaling pathway (hsa04657), TNF signaling pathway (hsa04668) and

Apoptosis (hsa04210) are upregulated in both sexes. Additionally, it

indicated that the AD female-specific pathways in the CA3 subfield

Calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020) and Dopaminergic synapse

pathway (hsa04728) are downregulated. Moreover, in the CA3 subfield,

male-specific pathways in AD showed an upregulation of the Estrogen

signaling pathway (hsa04915) and a downregulation of the GABAergic

synapse pathway (hsa04727).

The enrichment analysis of the CA3 hippocampal subfield in F-

AD vs. F-controls revealed 216 statistically significant GO-BP

(Supplementary Table S19). Conversely, for M-AD vs. M-controls,

the analysis identified 211 enriched GO-BP (Supplementary Table

S20). Comparison of the enriched GO-BP terms between F-AD vs. F-

controls and M-AD vs. M-controls from the CA3 hippocampal

subfield indicated 38 common biological processes between males

and females (Figure 6A). These processes include biological

phenomena such as positive regulation of angiogenesis, cellular

response to tumor necrosis factor, cellular response to metal ion

and cellular response to cytokine stimulus.

The top three scoring pathway clusters in F-AD vs. F-controls

were: (i) blood vessel development (GO:0001568), (ii) tissue

morphogenesis (GO:0048729) and (iii) gliogenesis (GO:0042063)

(Figure 6B). The top three scoring pathway clusters M-AD vs. M-

controls were: (i) cellular response to lipid (GO:0071396), response

to growth factor (GO:0070848) and (iii) cellular response to

cytokine stimulus (GO:0071345) (Figure 6C).

3.2.3 Comparison of enriched KEGG pathways
between F-AD vs. F- controls and M-AD vs. M-
controls in the CA1 and CA3
hippocampal subfields

Venny comparison of the enriched KEGG pathway terms in the

CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields between F-AD vs. F- controls

andM-AD vs. M-controls, highlighted shared molecular mechanisms

in both subfields, as well as subfield-specific pathways (Figure 7).

3.2.2.3 Enrichment analysis results of M-AD vs. F-AD

The enrichment analysis of M-AD vs. F-AD in the CA3

hippocampal subfield identified 31 statistically significant KEGG

pathways, organized into 13 clusters (Supplementary Table S21). In

line with the CA1 subfield, the results included pathogen-related

pathways like Coronavirus disease - COVID-19. Interestingly,

pathways related to GABAergic and Dopaminergic synapses were

unique to the CA3 subfield in M-AD compared to F-AD.

Subsequent analysis with the top 200 downregulated DEGs

confirmed the downregulation of these pathways, but more

stringent analysis with the top 100 downregulated DEGs did not

show enrichment for these pathways.
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3.3 Sex-specific transcriptomic differences
in the whole hippocampus in AD

3.3.1 DEGs of M-controls vs. F-controls
Through the transcriptome comparison between M-controls vs.

F-controls we identified 257 DEGs in the GSE5281 and 294 in the

GSE48350 datasets in postmortem hippocampal brain tissue

(Supplementary Tables S22, S23) respectively.
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3.3.2 Comparison of F-AD vs. F-controls and M-
AD vs. M-controls

Comparing F-AD vs. F controls, we found 5280 DEGs in the

GSE5281 dataset and 7904 DEGs in the GSE48350 dataset

(Supplementary Tables S24, S25). Similarly, comparing M-AD vs.

M-controls we identified 5949 DEGs in the GSE5281 and 2644

DEGs in the GSE48350 datasets in postmortem hippocampal brain

tissue (Supplementary Tables S26, S27).
B
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FIGURE 5

KEGG pathway functional enrichment results for the CA3 Hippocampal Subfield of GSE29378 dataset with Metascape: (A) KEGG pathways for F-AD
vs. F-controls, (B) KEGG pathways for M-AD vs. M-controls, and (C) Comparison between the enriched KEGG pathway terms in F-AD vs. F-controls
and M-AD vs. M-controls.
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The Venny (https://www.biotools.fr/misc/venny) tool was used

to compare the top 200 upregulated DEGs in F-AD vs. F-controls

and M-AD vs. M-controls in the GSE5281 dataset, revealing 47

common DEGs, while 3 common DEGs were identified in the

GSE48350 dataset (see Figures 8A, B). Additionally, the comparison

between the top 200 downregulated DEGs in F-AD vs. F-controls

and M-AD vs. M-controls in the hippocampal brain tissue revealed
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31 and 2 DEGs, respectively, in the two datasets mentioned above

(see Figures 8C, D). Moreover, of the top 200 upregulated (see

Figure 8E) and downregulated (see Figure 8F) DEGs revealed no

common DEGs between the four groups.

Moreover, to further explore the difference between F-AD vs. F-

controls and M-AD vs. M-controls we identified the opposite DEGs

found between the two comparison groups in each dataset
B

C

A

FIGURE 6

GO-BP functional enrichment results for CA3 Hippocampal Subfield of GSE29378 dataset with Metascape (A) Comparison between the GO-BP in F-
AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls, (B) GO-BP for F-AD vs. F-controls, and (C) GO-BP for M-AD vs. M-controls.
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separately for postmortem hippocampal brain tissue based on the

absolute difference in logFC. This approach allowed for the isolation

of the top 15 opposite DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-

AD vs. M-controls. In the GSE5281 hippocampal dataset, the top 15

opposite DEGs are: API5, PDE9A, KIZ, PRMT2, RNF170, DDX3X,

C12orf60, COL6A1, PSMA3, CLEC2D, AFF4, ADAM22,

LOC105370580, USP9Y, DUSP19 (Figure 9A). Similarly, the top

15 opposite DEGs for the GSE48350 dataset include: ANKIB1,

SLC25A46 , ZNF621 , RAE1 , CALBA, RTF1 , FREM3 ,

LOC101927151, CELF4, CDC42, CFAP126, SYNE2, NEFL,

CLSTN2, AMFR (Figure 9B).

3.3.3 DEGs of M-AD vs. F-AD
Direct comparison between M-AD vs. F-AD revealed 1939

DEGs in the GSE5281 dataset and 1301 DEGs in the GSE48350

dataset (Supplementary Tables S28, S29) respectively.

3.3.4 Comparison between M-controls vs. F-
controls and M-AD vs. F-AD based on absolute
difference in logFC

Moreover, to further explore the difference between M-controls

vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. F-AD we identified opposite DEGs in

the GSE5281 and GSE48350 datasets for postmortem hippocampal

brain tissue based on the absolute difference in logFC. Thus,

enabling us to isolate the top 15 opposite DEGs between the

groups of interest. In the GSE5281 dataset, these DEGs include,

LOC10530580, ADRA1B, DCN, IL1A, POLR2J4, KCNK15,

SEC14L4, KCTD16, HELLS, ATP6V0A2, CRNDE, KDM4B
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(Figure 9C). The latter for the GSE48350 DEGs include,

CTHRC1, LOC10193373//HYDIN2//HYDIN, NRP2, LINCO112B,

SYNCRIP, NDUFAF4, CNIH4, LINC00937, SGK494, SDHB,

GALNT2, RBM8A, NMADHC, PSMD6, CTTNBP2NL (Figure 9D).
3.4 KEGG and GO-BP enrichment analysis
of shared DEGs and sex-specific patterns
in whole hippocampal region of AD

Similarly to section 3.2, enrichment analysis was also performed

on the top DEGs obtained from the GSE5281 (22, 23) and

GSE48350 (24, 25) datasets.

3.4.1 Whole hippocampus KEGG enriched results
3.4.1.1 Enrichment analysis results of M-controls vs.
F-controls

The enrichment analysis of the top 400 DEGs (top 200 upregulated

and top 200 downregulated) for the GSE5281 dataset between M-

controls and F-controls identified 10 statistically significant KEGG

pathways, grouped into 7 clusters (Supplementary Table S30). Mainly

consisting of signaling pathways such as PI3K-Akt, Thyroid hormone,

Hippo, Calcium and TGF-beta signaling pathways. Further analysis

revealed both upregulation and downregulation of the PI3K-Akt and

Calcium signaling pathways, while Hippo and TGF-beta pathways

were upregulated.

Similarly, enrichment analysis was also performed for the top

400 DEGs (top 200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated) for the
FIGURE 7

Venn Diagram comparing enriched KEGG pathways between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M- controls in the CA1 and CA3
hippocampal subfields.
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GSE48350 dataset between M-controls and F-controls, revealing 14

statistically significant KEGG pathways, grouped into 6 clusters

(Supplementary Table S31). Pathways related to cellular function

were observed, including the proteasome, mRNA surveillance

pathway, spliceosome, citrate cycle (TCA cycle), and mitophagy.

Additionally, pathways associated with neurodegeneration such as

AD, PD, and ALS were identified. The viral infectious pathways

herpes simplex virus 1 infection was also identified. Further analysis

revealed downregulation of the citrate cycle pathway.
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3.4.1.2 Enrichment analysis results of F-AD vs. F-controls
and M-AD vs. M-controls

The KEGG enrichment analysis of the GSE5281 dataset revealed

32 statistically significant pathways grouped into 6 clusters for F-AD

vs. F-controls. The three top scoring pathways were: (i) Antigen

processing and presentation (hsa04612), (ii) Bacterial invasion of

epithelial cells (hsa05100) and (iii) Prion disease (hsa05020),

(Supplementary Table S32). Conversely, for M-AD vs. M-controls

in the same dataset, 34 significant pathways and 13 pathway clusters
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FIGURE 8

Venn Diagram indicating the common and exclusive DEGs found between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in postmortem hippocampal
brain tissue from the GSE29378 and GSE48350 Datasets: (A) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in
Hippocampal brain tissue in the GSE5281 dataset, (B) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal
brain tissue in the GSE48350 dataset, (C) top 200 downregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain
tissue in the GSE5281 dataset, (D) top 200 downregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue in
the GSE48350 dataset, (E) top 200 upregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue in both
datasets, and (F) top 200 downregulated DEGs between F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue in both datasets.
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were identified. The top three scoring pathways were: (i) Morphine

addiction (hsa05032), (ii) AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic

complications (hsa04933) and (iii) cAMP signaling (hsa04024) for

the GSE5281 dataset (Supplementary Table S33).

In the GSE48350 dataset, contrasting results were observed. F-

AD vs. F-controls revealed 40 statistically significant pathways
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grouped into 17 clusters. The top three scoring pathways were: (i)

GABAergic synapse (hsa04727), (ii) Rheumatoid arthritis

(hsa05323), and (iii) Synaptic vesicle cycle (hsa04721)

(Supplementary Table S34). Conversely, for M-AD vs. M-

controls, 13 statistically significant pathways grouped into 8

clusters were identified. The top three scoring KEGG pathways
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FIGURE 9

Top 15 opposite DEGs based on absolute difference in logFC between: (A) F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue
(GSE5281), (B) F-AD vs. F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue (GSE48350), (C) F-AD vs. M-AD and F-control vs. M-
controls in Hippocampal brain tissue (GSE5281), and (D) F-AD vs. M-AD and F-control vs. M-controls in Hippocampal brain tissue (GSE48350).
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were: (i) Viral life cycle-HIV (hsa03250), (ii) Bacterial invasion of

epithelial cells (hsa05100) and (iii) RNA degradation (has03018)

(Supplementary Table S35).

Subsequent analysis involved separate enrichment analysis of

the top 200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs for each

dataset to determine the regulatory direction of the enriched

pathways. In the GSE5281 dataset, antigen processing and

presentation were identified to be downregulated in F-AD

compared to F-controls, while several signaling pathways,

including Apelin and calcium signaling pathways, were shown to

be upregulated in M-AD vs. M-controls. Moreover, in M-AD vs. M-

controls, Circadian entrainment (hsa04713), along with Axon

guidance (hsa04360) and the Sphingolipid signaling pathway

(hsa04071) were downregulated.

In contrast, in the GSE48350 dataset, several neuron-related

pathways, including GABAergic synapse, Glutamatergic synapse

(hsa04724), Synaptic vesicle cycle (hsa04721), and Long-term

depression (hsa04730), were upregulated in F-AD vs. F-controls.

Additionally, the TGF-beta signaling pathway (hsa04350) was

observed to be downregulated in F-AD compared to F-controls.

For the comparison of M-AD vs. M-controls in the GSE48350

dataset, the downregulated pathways included RNA degradation

(hsa03018) and regulation of actin cytoskeleton (hsa04810).

Functional enrichment analysis of whole Hippocampal brain

tissue for both the GSE5281 and GSE48350 datasets was also

performed using the GO-BP library. In F-AD vs. F-controls, 180

and 208 statistically significant GO-BP terms were revealed for the

GSE5281 and GSE48350 datasets, respectively (Supplementary

Tables S36, S37). Conversely, 134 and 249 statistically significant

GO-BP terms for M-AD vs. M-controls were revealed for the

GSE5281 and GSE48350 datasets, respectively (Supplementary

Tables S38, 39).

The top three scoring pathways in the F-AD vs. F-controls for

GSE5281 were: (i) NLS-bearing protein import into nucleus

(GO:0006607), (ii) positive regulation of immune response

(GO:0050778) and DNA metabolic process (GO:0006259)

(Figure 10A). Conversely, for M-AD vs. M-controls in GSE5281

the top pathways were: (i) NLS-bearing protein import into nucleus

(GO:0006607), (ii) positive regulation of DNA repair (GO: 0045739)

and (iii) organelle localization (GO:0051640) (Figure 10B).

In contrast, for F-AD vs. F-controls in the GSE48350 dataset,

the top three pathways were related to the nervous system: (i)

Chemical synaptic transmission (GO:0007268), (ii) Behavior

(GO:0007610) and (ii) Neuron projection development

(GO:0031175) (Figure 10C). Conversely, the GO-BP terms of (i)

neuron projection morphogenesis (GO:0048812), positive

regulation of cell migration (GO:0030335), and blood vessel

development (GO:0001568) were identified for M-AD vs. M-

control in the GSE48350 dataset (Figure 10D).

3.4.1.3 Enrichment analysis results of M-AD vs. F-AD

KEGG enrichment for M-AD vs. F-AD in GSE5281 and

GSE48350 datasets can be found in (Supplementary Tables S40,

41) respectively. The direct comparison between M-AD vs. F-AD in

the GSE5281 dataset revealed 34 significantly enriched KEGG

pathways between males and females with AD, including the
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Calcium signaling pathway and GABAergic synapse pathways. In

contrast, for the GSE48350 dataset, it revealed 7 enriched

KEGG pathways.
3.5 Investigation of the interaction of ESR1,
ESR2 and GPER1 with AD
susceptibility genes

Through the reconstruction of the AD variant-variant PPI

network, comprising genetic susceptibility genes associated with

AD, we have identified potential susceptibility genes that interact

with ESR1, ESR2 and GPER1. ESR1 and ESR2 genes are the primary

receptors targeted by hormone replacement drugs in menopause,

while, GPER1, also expressed in the brain, may modulate rapid

estrogen processes like calcium fluxes (32). In the reconstructed AD

variant-variant PPI network, we observed that the ESR1 gene

interacts with several susceptibility genes, including UBE2I, TP53,

SETD7, RPS6KB2, PPARG, PARP1, NTRK1, NOS3, MMP9,

MAPK1, IGF1, ESR2, EGFR, DROSHA, CTSD, CD44, BRCA2,

BCL2, and AKT1 (Figure 11). Additionally, the ESR2 gene

interacts with susceptibility genes such as CACNA1G, EGFR,

ESR1, IGF1, MAPK1, RPS6KB2, and TP53 within the network

(Figure 11). Moreover, the GPER1 gene interacts with the ESR1,

ESR2 and EGFR AD susceptibility genes. These interactions suggest

that these AD susceptibility genes may be functionally connected to

the estrogen receptor pathways. This provides insight into potential

molecular mechanisms by which hormonal influences, particularly

estrogen signaling, intersect with the genetic factors associated with

AD risk.
4 Discussion

The hippocampus, crucial for memory and learning, is early

impacted by AD (7), with women being twice as likely as men to

develop the disease and experiencing greater cognitive decline (8, 9).

Our study focused on elucidating molecular mechanisms influencing

AD susceptibility in women, particularly in the hippocampus and

CA1 and CA3 subfields. We also investigated the interaction of AD

susceptibility genes with ESR1 and ESR2, key targets of menopause

hormone replacement drugs, as well as GPER1. Our findings

underscore significant molecular distinctions between sexes,

revealing sex-specific alterations in signaling pathways associated

with AD. In M-AD vs. M-controls, the GABAergic synapse was

downregulated, and the Estrogen signaling pathway was upregulated

in both CA1 and CA3 subfields, contrary to F-AD vs. F-controls.

Conversely, F-AD vs. F-controls exhibited downregulation of the

Dopaminergic synapse in both subfields, while the Calcium signaling

pathway showed mixed regulation. Additionally, the IL-17 Signaling

Pathway was commonly upregulated in both sexes in both CA1 and

CA3 subfields. Moreover, when comparing M-AD vs. F-AD, we

observed a small upregulation of the ESR1 gene in the CA1 subfield of

males with AD compared to females with AD. Furthermore, direct

comparison of M-AD vs. F-AD included pathogen-related pathways

like Coronavirus disease - COVID-19. Additionally, potential
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susceptibility genes interacting with estrogen receptors ESR1 and

ESR2 were identified, including MAPK1, IGF1, AKT1, TP53,

and CD44.

Comparison of the enriched KEGG pathway results of the top

400 DEGs of F-AD vs. F-controls in the GSE5281 dataset revealed
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various pathways related to the immune (Antigen processing and

presentation) and nervous systems (Prion disease and Oxytocin

signaling pathway but also cellular organization and function

(Adherence junction, Gap junction). Antigen processing and

presentation was identified to be downregulated in F-AD compared
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 10

Functional Enrichment Analysis results for whole Hippocampal brain tissue of GSE5281 and GSE48350 datasets with Metascape: (A) Comparison
between the enriched GO-BP terms in F-AD vs. F-controls in GSE5281 dataset, (B) Comparison between the enriched GO-BP terms in M-AD vs. M-
controls in GSE5281 dataset, (C) Comparison between the enriched GO-BP terms in F-AD vs. F-controls in GSE48350 dataset and (D) Comparison
between the enriched GO-BP terms in M-AD vs. M-controls in GSE48350 dataset.
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to F-controls. Antigen processing and presentation by microglia

represents a critical aspect of the brain’s immune surveillance and

response. Microglia, the brain’s immune effectors, play a crucial role

for maintaining CNS homeostasis by collaborating with astrocytes

and T-cells (33). Chronic neuroinflammation and age-related

senescence activate microglia; however, inappropriate processing of

misfolded proteins via the lysosomal pathway allows for the

spreading of toxic protein constituents to the healthy neurons (33).

Microglia process and present self-antigen (b-amyloid and

phosphorylated Tau) to infiltrated CD4+ T-cells VIA MHCI/II

molecules. Following this process, the microglial phenotype can be

altered from a proactive M1 to a neuroprotective M2 type that

corresponds to tissue remodeling and homeostasis (33). Thus, the

downregulation of antigen processing and presentation in F-AD vs.

F-controls suggests a potential impairment in microglial-mediated

immune surveillance, critical for detecting and clearing abnormal

protein aggregates characteristic of AD pathology.

Circadian entrainment was found to be downregulated in M-

AD vs. M-controls in the GSE5281 dataset. Sleep-related

pathological symptomatology usually accompanies AD, and

circadian dysfunction occurs in both healthy aging and in age-

related diseases. Previous data suggests that disruption of the

circadian rhythm is more pronounced in AD, and therefore, sleep

disturbances and circadian rhythm alternations maybe useful

indicators for AD disease development (34). Specifically, sleep

alternations include loss of slow-wave sleep (SWS) and REM

stage sleep. Previous studies suggest that REM phase sleep

remains unaffected during the early stages of AD but starts to

decrease during the late stages (34).

Regarding the GSE48350 dataset, pathways related to the nervous

system (GABAergic synapse, Glutamatergic synapse, Long-term

depression and Synaptic vesicle cycle) were upregulated in F-AD vs.

F-controls. Evidence has shown that GABAergic synapses contribute to

AD progression by disrupting neuronal communication required for

information processing (35). Synapse transmission involves receptors

activating and binding to pre-synaptic and post-synaptic sites;

moreover, synaptic transmission depends on long-term potential

(LTP) and long-term depression which are mechanisms essential for
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learning and memory (35). One study found that the temporal cortex

of AD patients demonstrated decreased levels of GABA andGlutamate,

resulting in synaptic and neurotransmission dysfunction. Furthermore,

decreased GABA neurotransmitters were associated with aging,

demonstrating that AD patients with amyloid plaques have GABA

synapse dysfunction (35). GABAergic synapse function is influenced

by multiple key components including environmental factors, lifestyle-

related factors (diet, physical activity and sleep), biological factors (age

and sex), and molecular factors (Ab, p-tau, APOE, astrocytes and

microglia). Notably, research on gender difference in AD are limited;

however, studies have shown dementia to be the fifth and eighth

leading cause of death in women and men, respectively, in the United

States (35).

The TGF-beta signaling pathway was found to be

downregulated in F-AD vs. F-controls in the GSE48350 dataset.

TGF-beta, including isoforms TGF-b1, -2, and -3 are pleiotropic

cytokines with neuroprotective, and immunoregulation functions

(36, 37). The TGF-b type II receptor (TbRII) is mainly expressed by

neurons, and its levels are reduced in human AD brain, correlating

with pathological hallmarks of the disease (37). Numerous studies

suggest that a decline in TGF-b1 signaling is closely associated with

increased deposition of Ab plaques and NFTs in AD. In comparison

to healthy aged individuals, decreased levels of TGF-b1, were
observed in plasma and serum of AD patients, along with a

reduced level of TGF-b1 released from peripheral blood cells.

Furthermore, patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI)

have been identified to be at a greater risk of AD development

due to a decrease of anti-inflammatory TGF-b and increased

production of proinflammatory TNFa (37).

To further explore sex-specific differences in the hippocampus

of individuals with AD, we analyzed the GSE29378 dataset, focusing

on the CA1 and CA3 subfields. Among the top 200 upregulated

DEGs in F-AD vs. F-controls with M-AD vs. M-controls, 16

common genes were found, including CD163, primarily expressed

on microglia (38). CD163-expressing microglia respond to amyloid

(39), indicating the presence of specific microglia phenotypes in the

CA1 and CA3 subfields acting as a defense against Ab accumulation

in both sexes. RGS1, another commonly upregulated DEG,

exhibited the highest logFC in both subfields. It plays a role in

atherosclerosis, attracting macrophages to atherosclerotic plaques

and modulating inflammatory responses (40). Its consistent

upregulation across sexes suggests its comparable involvement in

the immune response associated with AD. Moreover, EFHD2,

emerged as the sole common downregulated DEGs among the

top 200 downregulated DEGs in both subfields. In AD it co-

localizes with tau protein, suggesting a potential role in tau-

mediated neurodegeneration (41, 42). Further research is needed

to elucidate its exact role and its potential as a therapeutic target.

To identify KEGG pathways associated with the top DEGs, we

utilized two complementary enrichment analysis approaches.

Initially, we conducted pathway enrichment analysis using all top

400 DEGs (top 200 upregulated and 200 downregulated) together.

Subsequently, we performed separate enrichment analyses for the top

200 upregulated and top 200 downregulated DEGs to discern the

regulatory direction of the enriched KEGG pathways. Integrating

both approaches provides a comprehensive understanding of sex-
FIGURE 11

Subnetwork of the AD variant-variant PPI network indicating the AD
susceptibility genes that interact with ESR1 and ESR2.
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specific molecular mechanisms in AD. By analyzing all DEGs

together, we capture the global dysregulation of the pathways

involved, while separate analyses offer insights into the specific

molecular alterations driving disease pathology in males and

females. This approach overcomes limitations in enrichment

analysis, ensuring meaningful signals are not masked.

The enrichment analysis unveiled sex-specific patterns in the CA1

and CA3 hippocampal subfields. Specifically, the GABAergic synapse

and Estrogen signaling pathways were enriched in both the CA1 and

CA3 subfields in M-AD vs. M-controls but not in F-AD vs. F-controls.

Notably, the GABAergic synapse was downregulated, while the

Estrogen signaling pathway was upregulated. Gamma-aminobutyric

acid (GABA) is the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central

nervous system, crucial for synaptic plasticity and excitatory-inhibitory

balance in the hippocampus (43). Dysregulation of the GABAergic

synapse is implicated in AD, contributing to memory and cognitive

deficits, that are distinct from age-related decline (43–46). On the other

hand, the Estrogen signaling pathway exerts neuroprotective effects in

the hippocampus, by reducing neuroinflammation and enhancing

synaptic plasticity (12). It interacts with AD-associated pathways,

such as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling, forming

a complex network influencing disease susceptibility (47). Estrogen-

mediated neuroprotection against Ab involves activating the MAPK

signaling pathway (48), that was also found enriched in both the CA1

and CA3 hippocampal subfields across sexes.

The upregulation of the Estrogen signaling pathway in M-AD vs.

M-controls suggests a compensatory response to neurodegeneration,

potentially contributing to distinct cognitive/memory deficits

observed in M-AD compared to F-AD. However, the underlying

mechanisms of this sex-specific dysregulation remain unclear.

Nonetheless, we can speculate on potential contributing factors.

Estrogen receptors, such as ESR1, are known to play complex roles

in neuroprotection, influencing synaptic plasticity, anti-inflammatory

responses, and antioxidant processes (49). The observed upregulation

of ESR1 between M-AD vs. F-AD in the CA1 subfield may indicate a

sex-specific modulation of estrogen receptor expression, affecting its

neuroprotective effects. Moreover, estrogen interacts with pathways

involved in Ab processing and tau hyperphosphorylation, suggesting

its relevance in AD pathology. These findings highlight the

significance of sex-specific differences in AD and suggest a distinct

role of estrogen signaling in males versus females with AD. Further

research is required to understand the underlying mechanisms and

their implications for AD treatment.

Conversely, F-AD vs. F-controls exhibited enrichment of the

Dopaminergic synapse and Calcium signaling pathways in both the

CA1 and CA3 subfields, contrasting with M-AD vs. M-controls.

The Dopaminergic synapse was downregulated in both subfields,

while the Calcium signaling pathway showed mixed regulation,

being upregulated in CA1 but downregulated in CA3. Calcium

dysregulation is implicated in AD pathology (50, 51), triggering

processes leading to Ab plaques and NFTs formation (52, 53). Ab
accumulation elevates intracellular Ca2+, impacting neuronal

metabolism, and promoting apoptosis (51). Abnormal tau protein

aggregation, influenced by calcium-mediated changes, contributes

to synaptic loss and neuronal degeneration (51). Maintaining

calcium homeostasis is crucial for normal neuronal function, and
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disruptions in this balance contribute to AD pathogenesis (51).

Further research is needed to explore the specific mechanisms

underlying these sex-specific differences in calcium dysregulation

in AD.

Dopamine is critical for memory functions in the hippocampus

(54, 55), and alternations in its neurotransmission are linked to

cognitive changes in aging (56) and AD (57). While studies on

dopamine receptor levels in AD show mixed results, meta-analyses

indicate decreased dopaminergic neurotransmitters in AD (58).

Our fundings show downregulation of the Dopaminergic Synapse

pathway, exclusively in women with AD, potentially explaining

previous discrepancies. This suggests that dopamine-related

changes could contribute to AD susceptibility and progression,

particularly in women.

Deficits in dopaminergic signaling in AD are associated with

neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) and mood regulation (59–61).

NPS are prevalent in AD, so reduced dopamine levels may

contribute to the onset of depressive symptoms (60). Therefore,

the downregulation of the Dopaminergic Synapse pathway,

observed in both the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields in

women with AD, may contribute to depressive symptoms.

Conversely, men with AD show downregulation in the

GABAergic synapse. Abnormalities in GABAergic signaling also

contribute to depressive symptoms (62). Our findings suggest

potential sex-specific mechanisms underlying NPS in AD. These

sex-specific neurotransmitter differences may inform tailored

treatments for NPS symptoms in AD, considering variations

between males and females.

A common enriched pathway between M-AD vs. M-controls

and F-AD vs. F-controls was the IL-17 Signaling Pathway,

upregulated in both subfields. Interleukin 17 (IL-17) is a potent

pro-inflammatory cytokine implicated in NDs like AD,

exacerbating neuroinflammation by promoting immune cell

infiltration into the brain (63). Interestingly, IL-17 inhibits

neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus, while its absence

enhances neurogenesis and improves synaptic function (64). Our

findings suggest the IL-17 Signaling Pathway as a potential

therapeutic for both sexes.

In the CA1 subfield, F-AD vs. F-controls show pathways related

to viral infections (Epstein-Barr virus and Kaposi sarcoma-associated

herpesvirus), while M-AD vs. M-controls exhibit pathways related to

bacterial and parasitic infectious (Toxoplasmosis, Malaria, and

Chagas disease). Such distinctions may influence sex-specific

susceptibility and progression. In the CA3 subfield, both F-AD vs.

F-controls and M-AD vs. M-controls showed enrichment in

pathways linked to both viral and bacterial infections, reflecting a

different pattern. Additionally, the direct comparison between M-AD

vs. F-AD revealed pathogen-related pathways such as Coronavirus

disease - COVID-19 in both subfields, suggesting a potential link

between viral infections and AD pathology. Environmental risk

factors, including viruses and bacteria, may contribute to AD

pathology (65, 66). Previous studies also link SARS-CoV-2

infection and members of the Herpesviridae Family to AD

development through modulation of AD-related processes via

virus-host protein-protein interactions (67, 68). Women generally

exhibit stronger immune responses, making them more effective at
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fighting infections (69), but potentially increasing susceptibility to

immune-mediated diseases (70). Sex hormones, particularly estrogen

in women, modulate immune cell function (71, 72). While estrogen

boost humoral immunity, androgens and progestogens

predominantly induce immunosuppressive effects (69). Further

research is needed to determine if specific infections, such as

COVID-19, increase AD risk in women compared to men, and to

explore sex differences in the underlying mechanisms.

The comparison between M-controls vs. F-controls revealed

upregulation in pathways associated with AD and other NDs

in both hippocampal subfields. This indicates differences in

gene expression between healthy males with normal cognitive

and functional examinations compared to healthy females

(normomics). This suggests potential sex-specific differences in

AD susceptibility or progression. Notably, BACE1, a key enzyme

linked to amyloid-beta production in AD pathology, was found to

be upregulated in M-controls compared to F-controls. This

observation suggests that males may have a higher baseline

expression of BACE1, potentially leading to increased amyloid-

beta production and plaque formation, characteristic of AD.

Therefore, the observed differences in BACE1 expression patterns

between males and females’ controls may contribute to sex-specific

vulnerabilities or protective mechanisms in AD pathogenesis. This

intriguing finding underscores the complex interplay between sex,

age, and disease mechanisms in AD pathogenesis, especially

considering the typically higher susceptibility of women to AD

despite similar ages between the groups. However, caution is needed

due to the dataset’s disproportionate gender distribution. Further

research is necessary to elucidate these differences and their

implications for AD and other NDs. Through reconstruction of

the AD variant-variant PPI network, potential susceptibility genes

that interacting with the estrogen receptors ESR1 and ESR2 were

identified, including MAPK1, IGF1, AKT1, TP53 and CD44.

Additionally, the GPER1 gene was found to interact with the

ESR1, ESR2 and EGFR AD susceptibility genes. These findings

suggest a link between the identified susceptibility genes and

estrogen receptors, necessitating further research to elucidate

specific functional consequences. Investigation into whether

genetic polymorphisms in these genes render women more

vulnerable to hormonal fluctuations and their impact on AD risk

is crucial for personalized medicine strategies. Of interest is the

interplay between estrogen, Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 (IGF1),

AKT, and MAPK signaling pathways, known for their

neuroprotective effects. Evidence indicates their synergistic action

in promoting neuroprotection (73–76), suggesting potential for

hormone replacement drugs to reduce AD susceptibility in

women through these pathways.

To our knowledge, our study represents the first application of

bioinformatics methodologies for the analysis of publicly available

mRNA transcriptomic data, with the explicit aim of investigating

sex differences and similarities in the hippocampus and its subfields.

Despite inherent limitations stemming from the relatively small

number of both female and male groups within the available

hippocampal datasets, as well as the lack of information on HRT

status for the female groups, which hinders a comprehensive
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understanding of estrogen signaling pathways, and the

unavailability of Braak staging data for all samples further limits

our ability to compare gene expression patterns across different

stages of AD, representing another constraint in our analysis.

However, despite these limitations, our research yields invaluable

insights into sex-specific differences in AD susceptibility and

progression in the hippocampus and its subfields. The observed

sex differences can guide the development of targeted and

personalized therapeutic interventions. Tailoring treatments based

on sex-specific molecular responses could enhance their

effectiveness and reduce sex-based disparities in AD outcomes.
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